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Welcome to our annual State of the Markets presentation. We are very happy to have all of you here today and look forward to sharing some important information with you. [Take a moment to welcome both guests and clients.]�



H O U S E K E E P  I N G

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we start, just a reminder to please silence your cell phones. And if you need to take a second to get comfortable and stretch or reposition your chair, go ahead and do that now. [Thank the guests.]



QUESTIONS W ELCOME
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Presentation Notes
I’m here to help you gain a better understanding of what happened in the markets in 2019 and what may unfold in 2020. If you have any questions throughout the presentation, please ask – you don’t need to wait until the end. Chances are, someone else is wondering the same thing. So, if anything comes up, just raise your hand and ask away! I’m happy to answer any questions to the best of my ability.



Securities and advisory services offered through LPL Financial, a Registered Investment Advisor, Member FINRA/SIPC.

Noble Birch Wealth Management, LLC and LPL Financial are separate companies.

LPL Financial does not provide tax or legal advice; 
consult your tax or legal advisor regarding your particular situation. 

The indexes mentioned in this seminar are unmanaged and not available for direct investment.  
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Opinions, estimates, forecasts, and statements of financial market trends that are based on current market conditions constitute our 
judgment and are subject to change without notice. We believe the information contained in this commentary has been obtained from 
sources that are reliable.  This presentation is for information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect 

to the purchase or sale of any security.

These are the views of Platinum Advisor Marketing Strategies, LLC, and not necessarily those of the named representative, 
BROKER/DEALER, or investment advisor. These views should not be construed as investment advice. Neither the named representative
nor the named BROKER/DEALER or investment advisor gives tax or legal advice. All information is believed to be from reliable sources; 
however, we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. Please consult your financial advisor for further information.
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THE FORMALITIES
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I’d like to draw your attention to these disclosures, so please take a few moments to review. If you have any questions, please let me know.(Keep image on screen for 10-15 seconds, then advance the presentation to the next image.)



• HOW  DID STOCKS 
PERFORM IN 20 19 ?

• W HAT DROVE MARKET 
PERFORMANCE IN 20 19 ?

• W HERE ARE W E NOW ?

• W HAT DO FINANCIAL EXPERTS 
FORECAST FOR 20 20 ?

TODAY’S AGENDA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The financial world is incredibly complex – and these days, we’re bombarded with dramatic headlines and many contrasting opinions. Today, we want to clue you in on some of the data we’re watching. Of course, we can’t cover everything, but we will try to touch on the most-relevant factors. And while past performance does not guarantee future results, we will focus on trends that may help give a clearer picture of where we are and where we’re headed. Here’s what we’re going to talk about today. Let’s start off today’s presentation by putting last year’s market performance into perspective.



FIRM 2019 S&P 500 TARGET

Morgan Stanley 2,750

UBS 3,200

Bank of America Merrill Lynch 2,900

Citigroup 3,100

Canaccord Genuity 3,200

Goldman Sachs 3,000

Credit Suisse 3,350

GROUP AVERAGE 3,071

S&P 50 0  

Ac t u a l Re su lt s

• 3231 close 

• 28.88%  

* As of Dec. 31, 2019

HOW DID STOCKS PERFORM IN 2019?

Source: 
https://www.cnbc.com/carlquintanilla (12/22/2018)
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Presentation Notes
At the end of 2019, many analysts remained close with their estimates of where the S&P 500 ended for the year. Overall, the Wall Street firms had a good year with their forecasts. Morgan Stanley and Bank of America were slightly pessimistic. But generally speaking, most major market strategists were largely on target with their 2019 calls.Today, we’re going to take a look at what happened in 2019 and what 2020 may hold. Source:Carl Quintanilla - CNBC https://twitter.com/carlquintanilla/status/1076472761093181440/photo/1?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2018%2F12%2F23%2Fwhy-wall-street-analysts-expect-a-rosy-market-in-2019.html

https://www.cnbc.com/carlquintanilla


• MONETARY EASING

• TRADE

• CORPORATE EARNINGS

• THE ECONOMY

W HAT DROVE

MARKET PERFORMANCE IN 20 19 ?
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Presentation Notes
While stocks had a solid 2019, it’s important to remember that these gains were followed by a sharp decline in value during the fourth quarter of 2018. Nevertheless, it was a rewarding year for investors. We saw four primary drivers of 2019’s stock market performance: Monetary Easing, Trade, Corporate Earnings, and the Economy.In the following slides, we’ll discuss each factor separately and in more detail. First, though, let’s look at how these factors affected stocks over the course of the year.



Source: 
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/^GSPC/history?period1=1483246800&period2=1514696400&interval=1d&filter=history&frequency=1d
Past performance does not guarantee future results. The return and principal value of stock prices will fluctuate as market conditions change. Shares, when sold, may be worth more or less that their original cost.

W HAT HAPPENED IN 20 19 ?
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Presentation Notes
Stocks started the year on a strong note and continued to move higher. The S&P 500’s ascent, however, was not uninterrupted. At times, flaring trade tensions and poor economic numbers caused investors to lighten up on stocks, sending prices lower.As you can see from the chart, stocks mostly moved higher, though, with the exception of two pronounced dips: one in May and the other in August. As you’ll notice, we’ve color coded our four key market drivers, identifying dates where each of these factors moved the market significantly. The S&P 500 is an unmanaged index that is generally considered representative of the U.S. stock market. Keep in mind that past performance does not guarantee future results. Individuals cannot invest directly in an index. The return and principal value of stock prices will fluctuate as market conditions change. And shares, when sold, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Monetary Easing: January 4: Fed Chairman Jerome Powell hints that further rate hikes might be on pause. As many of you may recall, it was a succession of rate hikes in 2018 that worried investors. Those concerns contributed to a sharp sell-off in late 2018.January 30: Fed signals “patience” in rate policy, a stronger statement that further rate hikes are unlikely.June 4: Powell signals that he is open to easing monetary policy to address the economic slowdown and trade concerns.July 31: Fed cuts federal funds rate 0.25%, but expresses caution regarding further cuts.September 18: Second rate cut of 0.25%.October 31: Third and final 0.25% rate cut in 2019.Trade:January 3: Apple announces weakness in its China sales, highlighting the earnings impact of ongoing trade tensions.January 18: China announces intention to increase imports of American goods, raising hopes of an eventual trade resolution.February 15: Improving trade sentiment following President Xi’s comments that negotiations would continue.May 7: U.S. trade negotiator Robert Lighthizer makes comments on the economic harm that accompanies trade wars, following an earlier tweet by President Trump, which announced additional trade tariffs on Chinese imports.May 31: President Trump threatens a 5% across-the-board tariff on Mexican imports.August 5: China’s currency falls to a 10-year low versus the dollar, following President Trump’s announcement of tariffs, sparking fears of an escalation in trade tensions.August 23: President Trump vows new tariffs on China, some as early as September 1.October 11: President Trump announces a phase-one agreement, in principle, with China.December 13: The U.S and China reach an agreement on Phase One of the trade deal. The EconomyAugust 14: A combination of negative global economic reports and the 2-year/10-year Treasury yield spread turning negative (i.e., a yield curve inversion) sharpened anxieties about the health of the U.S. and overseas economies.October 2: Weak ISM manufacturing data indicates that September was the worst month for manufacturing in a decade.December 2: Manufacturing contracts greater than estimated, coming in at a level that indicates it is a recession.December 6: Blowout employment report, as 266,000 jobs were added in November, providing investors with confidence on health of U.S. economy.Corporate EarningsNovember 11: Market’s rallying to new highs indicates that investors believe that 2019’s sluggish year for corporate earnings will make for easy comparable figures in 2020 if the U.S.-China trade dispute is resolved. Sources:https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/04/stock-market-investors-react-to-us-china-trade-talks.htmlhttps://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/30/stock-market-wall-street-focus-on-fed-rate-decision.htmlhttps://www.cnbc.com/2019/06/04/stock-market-wall-street-monitors-trade-and-growth-concerns.htmlhttps://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/31/stock-market-wall-street-poised-for-first-fed-rate-cut-in-a-decade.htmlhttps://finance.yahoo.com/news/stock-market-news-september-18-2019-123225620.htmlhttps://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/31/us-stocks-fed-signals-a-pause-in-rate-cuts.htmlhttps://finance.yahoo.com/news/stock-futures-tumble-apple-flashes-warning-signs-124900977.htmlhttps://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/18/stocks-us-china-trade-talks-take-center-stage-shutdown-earnings.htmlhttps://www.cnbc.com/2019/02/15/stocks-trump-speech-us-china-trade-and-earnings-in-focus.htmlhttps://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/07/us-stock-market-us-china-trade-tensions-remain-in-focus.htmlhttps://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/31/us-stock-futures-fall-after-trump-announces-new-tariffs-on-mexico.htmlhttps://www.marketwatch.com/story/dow-futures-down-more-than-300-points-as-us-china-trade-fight-deepens-2019-08-05https://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/us-stocks-aug-23-2019https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/11/what-happened-to-the-stock-market-friday-phase-one-trade-deal.htmlhttps://www.cnbc.com/2019/12/13/china-says-it-has-agreed-to-us-trade-deal-text-indicates-next-step-is-signing.htmlhttps://www.marketwatch.com/story/dow-futures-down-over-300-points-on-global-growth-concerns-yield-curve-inversion-2019-08-14https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/10/02/dow-plunges-more-than-points-wall-street-extends-october-losses/https://www.cnbc.com/2019/12/02/what-happened-to-the-stock-market-monday-wall-street-takes-a-hit.htmlhttps://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stocks-rise-ahead-of-u-s-jobs-report-11575626361https://www.cnbc.com/2019/11/11/weak-2019-earnings-growth-paves-the-way-for-strong-2020-earnings.html



MONETARY EASING

Source: 
https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/interest-rate
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Presentation Notes
Monetary Easing: In 2019, Fed Chair Jerome Powell recognized that business and economic conditions were slowing, so in the second half of the year, the Fed implemented three rate cuts. On July 31, the Fed cut federal funds rate 0.25%, but communicated that this was not the start of a trend. On September 18, a second rate cut of 0.25% occured, and then on October 31, the third rate cut was implemented at 0.25%.This change in monetary policy was cheered by investors, sending stocks higher and yields lower. Remember, the Federal Reserve spent 2018 pursuing a policy of monetary normalization. This meant raising the federal funds rate and reducing the Fed’s balance sheet. The fear of higher rates hampering economic growth was one of the reasons for the sudden drop in stock prices during the fourth quarter of 2018.Source:https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/interest-rate



Fe b ru a ry 24 : President Trump announces that U.S. tariffs targeting China will not 
b e  ra ise d  on  Ma rch  1.

Ma y 5 : Pre sid e n t  Tru m p  th re a te n s t a riffs on  a n  a d d it ion a l $30 0  b illion  o f Ch in e se  
g ood s.

J u n e  7 : Pre sid e n t  Tru m p  ca lls o ff t a riffs on  Me xico  im p ort s.

Au g u s t  5 : Th e  U.S. la b e ls Ch in a  a  cu rre n cy m a n ip u la to r, a n d  Ch in a  re sp on d s b y 
h a lt in g  p u rch a se s o f Am e rica n  a g ricu ltu ra l p rod u c ts.

Oc t o b e r  11 : Th e  U.S. a n n ou n ce s a  p h a se -on e  t ra d e  d e a l a g re e m e n t , in  p rin c ip le , 
w ith  Ch in a  .

Oc t o b e r  18 : Th e  U.S. im p ose s t a riffs on  $7.5 b illion  o f Eu rop e a n  im p ort s.

De ce m b e r  2 : Pre sid e n t  Tru m p  a n n ou n ce s re im p osit ion  o f t a riffs on  ste e l a n d  
a lu m in u m  im p ort s from  Bra zil a n d  Arg e n t in a .

TRADE

Source for all China trade-related dates: 
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/trump-us-china-trade-war-timeline-of-everything-thats-happened-2019-8-1028474486#12
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Trade: Trade was a dominant market theme in 2019. While trade tensions with China were center stage, trade tensions with Mexico and Europe also flared up at various times throughout the year. Markets moved up and down in response to trade news; though, with the passage of the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement and the announcement of a phase-one agreement with China, trade tensions seemed to lessen.Sources:https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/trump-us-china-trade-war-timeline-of-everything-thats-happened-2019-8-1028474486#12https://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/31/us-stock-futures-fall-after-trump-announces-new-tariffs-on-mexico.htmlhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/07/us/politics/trump-tariffs-mexico.htmlhttps://www.cbsnews.com/news/us-tariffs-on-european-goods-airbus-planes-wine-cheese-whiskey-much-more-today-2019-10-18/https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-restores-tariffs-on-steel-and-aluminum-shipped-from-argentina-brazil-11575288359https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-administration-proposes-tariffs-against-2-4-billion-of-french-goods-11575328674?mod=article_inlinehttps://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/trump-us-china-trade-war-timeline-of-everything-thats-happened-2019-8-1028474486#12



TRADE TENSIONS: REALITY CHECK

Source: 
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/B020RE1Q156NBEA
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Trade: Trade will likely remain at center stage in 2020. After decades of expanding global trade, the viewpoint of the current Administration is that open trade has not always been fair and beneficial to American workers. To balance the playing field, President Trump has sought to reset the trade agreements and practices we have with many nations – not just China. Investors should expect trade headline news to remain a dominant theme in 2020.Investors should understand that China is not the only source of trade tension. It exists with our allies in western Europe and countries in South America as well. That said, it’s important to recognize that exports make up just less than 12% of the nation’s Gross Domestic Product.That statistic may be one reason, despite all the hyperbole about trade tensions leading to recession and a falling stock market, neither materialized. The U.S. economy, in the end, is partially insulated from the effects of slowing global trade.Source:https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/B020RE1Q156NBEA.



Source: 
https://lipperalpha.refinitiv.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/TRPR_82201_20191204.pdf

CORPORATE EARNINGS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Corporate Earnings: With slowing economic growth, the prospect for corporate profits was not bright in 2019. In fact, Wall Street analysts cut 2019 earnings estimates multiple times. With expectations set so low for corporate earnings, some companies surprised investors with better-than-expected numbers throughout the year. Overall, earnings were not strong, but the fact that they were better than feared lifted investor sentiment.If you look at the overall year-over-year earnings growth rates, you’ll see that they sharply decelerated from the fourth quarter of 2018 through the third quarter of 2019. (Fourth-quarter earnings won’t start reporting until mid- to late January 2020.) On the chart, you can also see that forecasts are trending higher in 2020 and into 2021.Many analysts anticipated a deceleration, but thought it would be a lot worse. In fact, some predicted an “earnings recession,” which is defined as two consecutive quarters of negative earnings growth.Source:https://lipperalpha.refinitiv.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/TRPR_82201_20191204.pdf



Source: 
https://lplresearch.com/2018/12/05/looking-at-the-yield-curve/]https://lplresearch.com/2018/12/05/looking-at-the-yield-curve/
Indexes are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly. Past performance does not guarantee of future results.

ECONOMIC 
INDICATOR Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4*

GDP GROWTH +3.1% +2.0% +2.1% +2.3%

LABOR MARKET 3.6% 3.7% 3.6% 3.6%

INFLATION 2.0% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8%

CONSUMER
CONFIDENCE 120.2 121.5 125.1 128.2

MANUFACTURING -1.7% -3.0% 1.1% 1.3% to 2.0%

THE ECONOMY

* Forecasts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Economy: Entering the year, the outlook for economic growth was muted. In 2018, economic slowdowns in Europe and China were exacerbated by mounting tariffs and ongoing trade tensions. Economic growth during 2019 did slow from its pace during the previous year, but it stayed within the 2.0-2.5% growth rate pace of the prior decade. Slow and steady growth, a strong labor market, and low inflation proved supportive of stock prices. Consumer confidence continued to rise in 2019. Less confident were corporate CEOs. Buffeted by uncertainty, stemming from ongoing trade tensions, companies were reluctant to invest. So, while the consumer prospered, the manufacturing sector posted two quarters of negative growth before seeing improvement during the third quarter.Sources:https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/gdp-growthhttps://www.cnbc.com/2019/12/06/us-nonfarm-payrolls-november-2019.htmlhttps://www.in2013dollars.com/inflation-rate-in-2019https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/29/consumer-confidence-january-2019.htmlhttps://www.conference-board.org/data/consumerconfidence.cfmhttps://www.bls.gov/iag/tgs/iag31-33.htm



W HERE ARE W E 

NOW ?
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Presentation Notes
[TALKING POINTS]So, we’ve looked at some of the factors affecting market performance in 2019. Now, let’s examine the headwinds and tailwinds that could affect the direction of economic growth and financial markets in the year ahead.



Source:
City National Rochdale Economic & Financial Indicators History: January 2008 - Present |  https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-historical-speedometers.pdf

MARKET RISKS: DECEMBER 20 0 8
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Presentation Notes
Here, we see a group of 20 indicators. These indicators help forecast pressures on the economy and financial markets in the next 3 to 6 months.Green is positive for the economy – we might call that a tailwind, pushing economic growth along.Yellow is caution. And red is a headwind, which acts as a brake on economic growth.This chart shows where we were in 2008. We see a lot of red on the board. The economy was in serious trouble. The housing market was deep in the red. Volatility was high. The global economic outlook was negative, and business spending had dropped.Source:https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-historical-speedometers.pdf



MARKET RISKS: JANUARY 20 19

Source:
City National Rochdale Economic & Financial Indicators History: January 2008 - Present |  https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-historical-speedometers.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Entering 2019, our economy looked much stronger. As you can see, only two measures were in the danger zone: Geopolitical risks and the political environment.While there were some caution lights, specifically monetary policy, international economic conditions, and housing, the majority of economic signals were positive.Source:https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-historical-speedometers.pdf



MARKET RISKS: DECEMBER 20 19

Source:
City National Rochdale Economic & Financial Indicators History: January 2008 - Present |  https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-historical-speedometers.pdf
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Presentation Notes
As we ended the year, the number of indicators in red remained at just two.However, we see more indicators flashing yellow than we did at the start of the year. Among these were the overall U.S. economic outlook, corporate profits, and equity valuations.Now, the past can’t predict the future, and financial markets don’t always act in concert with the economy. However, barring some unexpected shocks, the U.S. economy appears to have continued room for growth in 2020.Source:https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-historical-speedometers.pdf



Source: 
https://www.advisorperspectives.com/dshort/updates/2019/12/19/conference-board-leading-economic-index-down-for-third-consecutive-month

LEADING ECONOMIC INDICATORS
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Presentation Notes
Let’s delve a little deeper into one area of those speedometers: The Leading Economic Index (LEI). This measurement includes ten components, ranging from stock prices to manufacturing orders. Examined together, the data may give a clearer, less volatile view of where we are.�The latest report shows continuing modest growth, suggesting that economic growth may continue into 2020.As you can see in this chart, recessions have never started when the LEI is increasing. It’s important to remind people that past performance does not guarantee future results. But as we review charts, like the Leading Economics Indicators, history can help suggest where we are in the economic cycle. Sources: https://www.advisorperspectives.com/dshort/updates/2019/11/22/conference-board-leading-economic-index-down-for-third-consecutive-monthhttps://www.conference-board.org/pdf_free/press/US%20LEI%20PRESS%20RELEASE%20-%20NOVEMBER%202019.pdf



Sources: 
https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-economic-outlook.pdf

BUSINESS CYCLE
SLOW ING GLOBAL GROW TH
TRADE POLICY
HIGHER VOLATILITY
20 20  ELECTIONS
ACCELERATION IN W AGES AND OTHER BUSINESS COSTS

GEOPOLITICAL SHOCKS

HEADW INDS
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We just saw from the LEI and the economic speedometers that the economic outlook remains positive; though, perhaps not overwhelmingly so. We see several headwinds the markets could fight in the year ahead.Source:https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-economic-outlook.pdf



TAILW INDS

FED DOVISH PIVOT
CORPORATE PROFITS
HEALTHY CONSUMER
SOLID BUSINESS FUNDAMENTALS
HOUSING
20 20  ELECTIONS
FAVORABLE FINANCIAL CONDITIONS
MODERATE INFLATION

Sources: 
https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-economic-outlook.pdf
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We also believe that there are a number of tailwinds that could continue to support economic growth. While the pace may be moderate, there remain indications that this economic expansion may continue.Two points to make on these tailwinds. While the Fed has indicated it may pause on further rate cuts, the effects of the rate cuts in late 2019 may take up to 6 months or more to take hold in the general economy. The other thing to point out is corporate profits. Corporate earnings growth had a high hurdle to clear in 2019, as they were being compared with 2018 earnings, which had been fueled by a large corporate tax rate cut. Going into 2020, corporate earnings growth is set against a much more modest comparative bar of 2019 earnings.Source:https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-economic-outlook.pdf



EQUITY VALUES

Source: 
Market Intelligence, Q4 2019 Outlook, John Hancock Investments, p. 5
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Let’s examine this chart to see whether stocks are at fair value.The most common way to do this is to look at the P/E, or price-to-earnings, ratio, which is a measure of what investors are willing to pay for a company’s earnings. The higher the P/E, the more expensive stocks are deemed to be.If you look at the dotted line in the middle, you can see that the P/E for the last 25 years is, on average, 16.22.You can also see that the P/E moves around quite a bit, with a peak during the dotcom boom and a trough during the Credit Crisis.As of September 2019, the P/E is 16.82, which is close to the 25-year average.Source:https://am.jpmorgan.com/gi/getdoc/1383640328637



20 20

FORECASTS
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We’ve talked a lot about what impacted markets over 2019 and what may impact markets in 2020. So, now let’s see what the experts have to say about where they think the market is headed.Source:https://www.conference-board.org/data/usforecast.cfm



Source: 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, December 2019

INFLATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inflation is an important economic indicator; rising prices impact the entire economy. Too much inflation can hinder growth, while too little, can cause issues.Inflation is also one of the key indicators that the Fed uses in determining the level of interest rates. Currently, inflation is close to the Fed’s target rate of 2%, and they have said that absent of persistent, above-target inflation, they do not foresee raising short-term interest rates.There are some inflationary pressures, rising labor costs chief among them, but the long-term trend suggests the Fed is managing inflation. Sources:https://www.usinflationcalculator.com/inflation/current-inflation-rates/https://www.bls.gov/charts/consumer-price-index/consumer-price-index-by-category.htm#



Source:
https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/gim/adv/insights/guide-to-the-markets/viewer

Returns are based on price index only and do not include dividends. 
Markers represent monthly 2-year correlations only. 

INTEREST RATES
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Presentation Notes
Rates were cut 25 basis points three separate times over 2019. A basis point equals 0.01%. As mentioned in the previous slide, the Fed does not currently envision raising rates in 2020 unless inflation breaks sharply above its target rate and stays there for an extended period of time.Let’s take a look at the chart. The red dotted line represents a 5% yield on the 10-year Treasury note. The teal diamonds represent stock returns. The chart shows when yields are below 5%, stocks have tended to rise in concert with rate increases. Again, we don’t expect any rate increases this year, but should yields rise sharply, stock prices may come under pressure.  Source: https://am.jpmorgan.com/gi/getdoc/1383640328637 through December 31, 2018. Most recent information available.



Source: 
https://www.philadelphiafed.org/research-and-data/real-time-center/survey-of-professional-forecasters/2019/survq419

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT

REAL GDP (% ) UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (% )

QUARTERLY
DATA PREVIOUS NEW PREVIOUS NEW

2019: Q4 2.0 1.7 3.6 3.6

2020: Q1 1.9 1.9 3.6 3.6

2020: Q2 2.0 1.7 3.6 3.6

2020: Q3    2.0 1.7 3.7 3.7

2020: Q4 N/A 1.9 N/A 3.7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
U.S. economic growth slowed down during 2019 and is expected to slow a further in 2020. However, a positive Real Gross Domestic Product suggests that a recession may not happen during the next year. Sources:https://www.statista.com/statistics/188185/percent-chance-from-preceding-period-in-real-gdp-in-the-us/https://www.philadelphiafed.org/research-and-data/real-time-center/survey-of-professional-forecasters/2019/survq419



W AGES AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Source: 
Market Intelligence, Q4 2019 Outlook, John Hancock Investments, p. 23
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The unemployment rate is expected to close out the year at 3.6%. Strong employment growth and a deceleration in layoffs contributed to a historically healthy labor market. Robust employment and higher earnings make for a healthy consumer, which is a good sign for economic expansion. At times, low employment has indicated the end of a cyclical expansion phase.Source:https://am.jpmorgan.com/gi/getdoc/1383640328637



FIRM 2020 S&P 500 TARGET

Morgan Stanley 3,000

UBS 3,000

Bank of America Merrill Lynch 3,300

Citigroup 3,300

Canaccord Genuity 3,350

BMO 3,400

Goldman Sachs 3,400

Credit Suisse 3,425

GROUP AVERAGE 3,272

Sources: 
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/11/23/wall-streets-stock-forecasters-see-just-a-5percent-gain-in-2020.html

20 20  FORECAST: S&P 50 0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what are the experts forecasting for domestic equities in 2020? Overall, they are suggesting a modest gain. A couple of analysts are calling for a flat to down year, but most see a moderate move higher.Of course, no one knows for sure what equities will do in 2020, and predictions at this stage are just that – predictions. However, these analysts’ perspectives show that, for the most part, Wall Street remains cautiously optimistic. Source:https://www.cnbc.com/2019/11/23/wall-streets-stock-forecasters-see-just-a-5percent-gain-in-2020.html



KEEPING PERSPECTIVE IS KEY

Source: 
Market Intelligence, Q4 2019 Outlook, John Hancock Investments, p. 13
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Presentation Notes
We’ve covered a lot of information tonight. There will be a quiz tomorrow on what you’ve just learned. Just kidding…If there is one takeaway here, it is that the path the market takes is never a straight one. Even in a very good year, the S&P 500 can suffer substantial declines. But for the patient, long-term investor, stocks have shown themselves to have been an excellent means for growing wealth and helping them pursue their financial objectives.Let me draw your attention to two specific examples of this:Look at the series of positive annual returns between the 1995-2000 period. Even as stocks ended the year higher, each year was marked by meaningful intra-year declines. Also, note the bull run following the Credit Crisis. A bull market, which is now over a decade old, saw multiple years in which intra-year declines were double digits.So, what's the lesson here? Investors may harm themselves when they react to short-term market drops. In our view, the best decision for investors is to pursue their goals based on their time horizon and risk tolerance.Source: https://am.jpmorgan.com/gi/getdoc/1383640328637



1. KEEP US IN THE LOOP WITH 
IMPORTANT LIFE CHANGES

2. TELL US ABOUT ANY 
CONCERNS YOU HAVE 
REGARDING YOUR 
INVESTMENTS

3. MAKE SURE THAT YOUR 
IMPORTANT LEGAL AND 
FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS ARE 
UP TO DATE

STEPS FOR YOU TO TAKE:

YOUR ACTION ITEMS FOR 20 20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What can you do in 2020 to move toward your goals? Here are some action items for you:If your life or personal situation changes, keep us in the loop. We want to hear about important family events, like births and deaths. We also care about health issues, employment changes, and any financial developments, like an inheritance, that may change your situation. And if you find yourself thinking about new goals or reevaluating your priorities, share your thoughts with us, so we can help you pursue the life you most desire. On top of specific adjustments in your financial life, we also want to know how you feel about investing changes. These could be details like a shift in your risk tolerance or any concerns about the market environment.  Finally, remember to go over your estate documents, beneficiary designations, and other paperwork to make sure it’s all up to date. A well-organized estate is one of the best gifts you can give to your family. We’re here to talk through whatever financial questions, worries, or excitement you may have. Our priority is to always help you make informed choices and stay on track.



STEPS FOR US TO TAKE:

1. KEEP YOU INFORMED THROUGH 
REGULAR COMMUNICATION

2. MANAGE YOUR INVESTMENTS 
ACCORDING TO YOUR 
PERSONALIZED STRATEGY

3. STAY ON TOP OF CHANGES IN THE 
MARKET ENVIRONMENT AND MAKE 
PRUDENT ADJUSTMENTS WHERE 
NECESSARY

OUR ACTION ITEMS FOR 20 20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Throughout 2020, we will focus on delivering the following action steps to you. 



QUESTIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve gone through a lot of information here, and I’m sure a number of you still have lingering questions. Remember, if you’re wondering something, there’s a very good chance that someone else in the audience is too. So, raise your hand and let me know how I can help.



UNTIL

NEXT TIME!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks so much for your time today! As you can tell, I’m passionate about helping you understand the markets and find facts amidst the hype. For more information and timely updates, please follow us on social media and contact us any time. We hope that you enjoyed the details we shared today, and we’ll be around to answer your questions. *NOTE TO ADVISORS: All associated handouts must be pre-approved prior to use, the reference to social media must be an approved page. Please remove the social media reference above if the advisor does not have an approved social media profile.
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